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1. Introduction 
This chapter will introduce you to the need that we chose to handle within this project. The 
situation in Tanzania and the cooperative party’s activities are presented in the background. 
The whole structure of the project is explained under the following headlines. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

1.1 Background 
Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in the world. Over 50 percent of the population lives 
under the poverty limit, this is defined as 1 USD per person per day1 and 89, 9 percent of the 
population lives for less than 2 USD per person per day.2 The average lifetime is under 50 
years, many are analphabets, medical care and education is not enough for everyone and child 
mortality is about 15 percent which is very high. Poverty strikes hardest in the rural areas 
were many people are dependent of agriculture. And water is the most crucial factor for 
survival. 3 See appendix 1, Basic facts of Tanzania. 
 
The help organization SCC Vi-Agroforestry, sponsored by the Swedish government, operates 
within the Lake Victoria basin in East Africa. They provide knowledge and counseling for 
farmers within the zones covered by the organization. Many of the farmers have been active 
in SCC Vi-Agroforestry’s program for over ten years and are able to see the benefits. They 
have come a long way with agroforestry and find the need for water a big issue.4 
 
We traveled to Musoma, Tanzania to perform a minor field study and soon realized the need 
for water. We also noticed that it’s mostly women and children who collect the water. They 
often have to walk long distances and carry the water in buckets on their head. This is heavy 
work which consumes both time and strength. All the impressions and information we 
gathered lead us to our problem definition. 

1.2 Problem definition 
The issue is need of running water. How can the water from Lake Victoria be transported to 
the small scale farmer’s household and farm in the most optimized way?  

1.3 Purpose 
Our task is to come up with a solution which will facilitate and solve how to transport water 
from Lake Victoria so the user will have running water. The overall purpose is to make a 
difference, even if it’s very small, for the farmers within Mara region. The solution to this 
need will benefit the users in many ways. Here are some possible effects: 
 

• Increase the water supply for household use, cattle and for irrigation of farm  
• Decrease the workload for especially women and children 
• Give children the time and possibility to attend school 
• Increase the possibility to market adapted crops and avoid being dependent of the 

seasons for irrigation 
                                                 
1 http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=401&a=1341, 2007-10-03 
2 http://www.viskogen.se/Default.aspx?ID=466, 2007-09-24 
3 http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=401, 2008-03-10 
4 Interview, Henrik Brundin 
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• ...which leads to market substantial goods that generates better income 
• ...this enables the family to be self supportive  and for example pay the school fee  
• Enables to sell water to neighbors and earn money 
• Increase the sanitary health conditions by having access to running water  
• ...which, in a long term perspective, will make a difference in health issues like 

decreased child mortality and increased average lifetime 

1.4 Goal 
The goal for this project is to come up with a product that solves the defined problem, which 
is need of running water. In the end of this project, the goal is that we will have a full scale 
functioning prototype of the product and also a Manual describing how to construct your own.  

1.5 Limits 
We only concern developing a prototype for testing and evaluating. We shall not construct 
and produce the product for the purpose of exporting and selling and shall therefore not make 
any profit of the product.  

1.6 Time plan 
The project runs from early autumn 2007 until late spring 2008. Already in late winter 2006 
we started the project in small scale. In spring 2007 we received the Minor Field Studies 
scholarship from SIDA and the project began to take shape. The project ends in May 2008 
with an oral presentation and an exhibition at the trade fair UTEXPO at Halmstad University. 
For a long term plan, see appendix 2, Gantt-Scheme. 

1.7 Budget 
The outlay as defined is mostly the cost of the trip to Tanzania, construction material, 
presentation material and prototype building. See appendix 3, Budget and Follow-up.  

1.8 Interested parties 
Early in the process an interest analysis was made. It made us aware of the influence and 
importance from interested parties. For example SIDA has high importance because they 
finance the project but low influence as they don’t affect the result. See appendix 4, Interest 
Analysis for the result and conclusion of the analysis. 

1.9 Project organization 
The project group consists of two students from Halmstad University, Anna Håkansson and 
Petra Nilsson. The university provides supervisor, Leif Nordin, and SCC Vi- Agroforestry 
provides supervisor in field, Henrik Brundin. While performing the field studies SCC Vi- 
Agroforestry also provided lodging, drivers, interpreters, guides and administrative staff. For 
information about SCC Vi-Agroforestry’s organization, see appendix 5, Organization scheme. 

1.10 Secrecy 
A secrecy contract was establish between the two parts, Anna Håkansson and Petra Nilsson, 
students at Halmstad University and SCC Vi-Agroforestry, trough Henrik Brundin. See 
appendix 6, Contract. 
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2. Method 
The method will lead the way from idea to result. This chapter explains and defines all the 
different methods and tools that have been used within the project. The methods have been 
taught within the Innovation Engineer program and works as a frame for the whole exam 
project. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

2.1 DPD - Dynamic Product Development 
Dynamic Product Development is distinguished by vision, tempo and independent 
organization. In DPD you make use of the knowledge that comes from every step in the 
working process. This makes DPD the most practical and most effective method for product 
development. When working by a vision instead of a detailed plan you win flexibility, the 
advantages of unforeseen occurrences arise and upcoming problems can be adjusted. It 
doesn’t matter which state of development you are in, new thoughts and possibilities can 
always be integrated into the work. 
 
To be able to work in an independent organization all group members need to be agreed on the 
goal. In other words, they are involved with the meaning of the vision. Independent organization 
means that each group member’s judgment is used. If somebody in the group starts to strive in the 
wrong direction, the project leader needs to steer him or her in the right direction. To work like 
this is much more effective than when the project leader needs to steer the group members all the 
time. To optimize the DPD you need a project organization, a dynamic strategy and development 
tools. 5 

2.2 Development tools 
Here follows a short presentation of all tools that have been used within this project: 
 
Planning – is used for certifying that the goal will be fulfilled within the time limit. We used 
a detailed short term perspective plan, in form of weekly reports, and a long term perspective 
plan, in form of a Gantt- Scheme. 5   
 
Communication –  was done to exchange information. During the entire project we have 
had a regular communication with the supervisors in order to stay on the right track. 
Communication was done by face to face meetings, e-mail or phone. 5  
 
Study trip  – also called Minor Field Study, was made for the purpose of collecting 
information about the problem, users, environment, materials and many other things that are 
important while developing a product.6 
 
Interviews  – were made to obtain information.7 We performed semi structure interviews 
face to face with potential users in order to understand their needs and get a good view of 
their every day life situation.   
 

                                                 
5 Dynamisk Produktutveckling, Stig Ottosson 
6 http://www.programkontoret.se/templates/ProgramPage____2002.aspx, 2008-02-27 
7 http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intervju, 2008-02-27 
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Observations  – was done to see or to observe the user attentive.8 The project group 
performed open observations out in the field. 
 
Interest analysis – The purpose of making an interest analysis is to identify all the 
interested parties and to be aware of their expectations and demands. It is necessary to be 
aware of influence and importance from interested parties during the process in order to 
calculate the risks.9  
 
User analysis –  was set up in order to identify the different groups of potential users. It was 
made after several interviews and observations out in the field. While developing the product 
the user analysis is reconsidered at all times so that the product will be as user friendly as 
possible.10 
 
Specification of demands and desires – was set up after identifying the need of the 
product and after talking to the potential users. Its purpose is to define all demands so that 
when the product is fully developed it will be easy to check to see if it meets the demands.11 
 
BAD, Brain Aided Design – was used to generate ideas on how to solve problems. BAD 
can be performed in many different ways and the most common one is brainstorming.12 
 
PAD, Pencil Aided Design – was used to sketch down ideas so they can be easily 
communicated to outsiders. 12 
 
MAD, Model Aided Design – was used to build small models of the ideas. This was made 
to make it easier to see what the product would look like. To study and analyze the product 
and their functions we then can get help in the forthcoming development. 12 
 
Benchmarking –  is a method used to scan the existing market. Benchmarking a product 
should be done early in the product development process. It’s important to perform 
benchmarking after brainstorming in order to prevent blocking ones creativity. 12 
 
Evaluate matrix – for example Pugh’s evaluation matrix, was used to ease whilst the 
project group was suppose to choose which solutions that is the most appropriate and suitable. 

13 
 
LCA, Life Cycle Assessment – was used to calculate the effects on the environment from 
the product during manufacturing, usage and scraping. 13  
 

                                                 
8 http://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observation, 2008-03-31 
9 Jonas Rundquist, Handouts 2007  
10 http://www.cs.chalmers.se/Cs/Education/Courses/mdi/2003/F6_anvandar_uppgiftsanalys_web.pdf, 2008-02-
27 
11 http://www.projekt.umu.se/modell/kravspec.html, 2008-02-27 
12 Dynamisk Produktutveckling, Stig Ottosson 
13 Leif Nordin, Handouts 2005 
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FMEA, Failure Mode and Effect Analysis – was made to find possible errors which can 
arise and to see what consequences they can have. Afterwards you try to find the cause of the 
failure and then do some changes in the construction to eliminate possible failures. 13 
 
SWOT – was used to see the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the chosen 
solutions. Strengths and weaknesses are internal, the organization can affect it, whilst 
opportunities and threats are external, and the organization can not affect it. 13 
 
Presentations  – is the process of presenting the content of a topic to an audience.14 In this 
project it’s done both orally and written. One of the two orally presentations and the written 
one are made to show our final result. The other oral presentation was made at half time in 
order to show the supervisors how far we had come with the project.  
 
Risk analysis – was made to prevent the fact that the project don’t achieve the expected 
result.15 
 
Networking – is one of the most essential methods for a project. In order to succeed with 
networking you do need many open minded and helpful people with a lot of knowledge.16 
 
 

                                                 
14 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presentation, 2008-03-05 
15 Jonas Rundquist, Handouts 2007 
16 Dynamisk Produktutveckling, Stig Ottosson 
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3. Pre study 
A study trip to Tanzania was possible to make after receiving SIDA’s MFS scholarship. The 
preparations before the journey, the actual journey with field trips, all impressions and the 
compilations are presented in this chapter.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 

3.1 Preparations 
This project started in December 2006 by planning and discussing the future content of the 
project. A Gantt-scheme was outlined, which has been updated several times during the 
project. As soon as we decided to perform the exam project in a development country a 
scholarship application was put together. As the Interest Analysis shows, see appendix 4, 
Interest Analysis, finance is one of the most crucial factors for this project. We received a 
scholarship from SIDA of 50 000 SEK for the purpose of performing a Minor Field Study. 
We then came in contact with the Swedish help organization Vi-Skogen who runs projects 
within the Lake Victoria basin. We contacted Bo Lager, the Program Director in Africa and 
he handed us over to Henrik Brundin, the Project Manager in Mara Region in Tanzania. We 
keep contact via e-mail and decided what time would be the most appropriate for us to come 
and visit. 
 
Lots of information needed to be gathered before traveling to Tanzania. The information was 
concerning facts about the country, religion, culture, politics, geography and general customs. 
The preparations were made for making the study trip as easy as possible and to avoid cultural 
collision, misunderstandings and conflicts. For example we purchased the book East Africa 
from the publishing house Lonely Planet and the knowledge from this book was very useful.  
To establishing contact with SCC Vi- Agroforestry and our supervisor in field, Henrik 
Brundin, was also an important preparation. Particularly the planning part, so that we could 
work efficient in Tanzania and obtain as much information as possible. More concrete 
preparations like applying for visa, vaccinations, signing up for travel insurance, buying flight 
tickets, finding lodging and purchasing equipment like video camera, mosquito net and 
suitable clothing also needed to be done. 

3.2 Study trip 
The study trip lasted between September 11th and October 11th, 
2007. We was placed in Musoma, a town of about 80 000 people 
situated in the northwest of Tanzania, right on the beach of Lake 
Victoria. SCC Vi-Agroforestry supplied with lodging, access to 
their office including Internet, staff and vehicles for field trips and 
knowledge. We paid for lodging and field trips. 

3.2.1 Field studies  
SCC Vi-Agroforestry had two projects in mind and as soon as we 
were installed in Musoma, the first field study was made. In the 
beginning we concentrated on sorting all new impressions and 
trying to see what the population was in biggest need of.  

   I. Field study in Shirati 
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After just a few field trips we had identified a great need and knew what project to choose 
based on observations. As the need for water is so extensive we felt a strong commitment to 
solving the problems concerning water. The problem definition was formed and general ideas 
for a concept were created in our minds.  

 
To collect valuable information we performed many field trips in Mara Region. SCC Vi-
Agroforestry provided driver and vehicle, usually some kind of Land Rover suitable for 
driving on bumpy dirt roads in the remote countryside. Staff from the SCC Vi-Agroforestry 
office would also help us translate from English to Swahili and back to English during 
interviews. We mainly performed semi structured interviews based on fifteen questions put 
together in a questionnaire, see appendix 7, Questionnaire. We would ask farmers questions 
either one by one or in a group. Just as important were the observations, which were done 
during the whole field study. The most important things observed were: 
 

• the farmers in the rural areas don’t have access to either running or clean water 
• they don’t have access to electricity 
• the development level is very low in general 
• the farmers and their families are very poor and live week by week or day by day 
• most of the people in the region think in a short term perspective 
• access to sanitary is very low which causes health problems 

 
All of the impressions and differences between Tanzania and Sweden made us aware of what 
to consider whilst developing a product for the people around Musoma, Tanzania.   
 
We came to the conclusion that wind is a good source of power which can be used to pump 
water. The wind comes in from Lake Victoria in the same direction everyday at about 1pm. 
That is a basic condition for being able to generate wind power. So therefore we decided to 
construct a water pumping wind power station for small scale farmers so they can irrigate 
their farm and get water for household use. Since the ground water contains a high level of 
salt it’s unusable for irrigation.17 So the best way to get running water is to transport it from 
Lake Victoria somehow. 
 
The goal then became to develop a standardized user adapted water pumping wind power 
station. The actual result will be a full scale prototype and a Manual on how to construct and 
maintain the wind power station. The Manual will be handed over to SCC Vi-Agroforestry 
along with educational information on how to teach the users to construct and maintain the 
product themselves. 
 
As local benchmarking we visited different wind power station to get a good idea of what 
already exists and their positives and negatives see appendix 8, Water transportation in Mara 
Region. That the windmills didn’t function any longer was the most common issue. Usually 
spare part were missing and very hard to find or expensive. Sometimes there would be a 
backup motorized water pump, which needs fuel and lets out exhaust. The fuel is very 
expensive and can be hard to find if you live far from Musoma. We realized the importance of 

                                                 
17 Interview, Henrik Brundin 
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the user being able to do maintenance work on their own and not be dependent of fuel and 
spare parts.  
 
In addition to wind power stations the group members also observed all of SCC Vi-
Agroforestry activities. They are plantations applying agroforestry and horticulture and other 
activities like poultry and bee keeping, plant nursery, and various group activities like CO-
SAVE and Micro Finance.  
 
The interacting between the local population and the project group resulted in significant 
exchange of experience and knowledge. All information we gathered in the field was then 
compiled.  

3.2.2 Compilation  
During the stay in Musoma we put together an interest analysis. We started with an individual 
brainstorming using post-its to identify all the interested parties and after that sorted them in 
to three different groups: Core, Primary and Secondary. Next step was to divide the interested 
parties into an importance and influence square. This gave a good view over the significance 
of the different parties and how much they influence and affect the project.18 For example 
SCC Vi-Agroforestry has high importance since they contribute with a supervisor in field, 
transportation, office facilities and knowledge. They also have high influence as we 
collaborate and share experiences with all the staff. See appendix 4, Interest Analysis for more 
information. 
 
With starting point from the Interest analysis we made a risk analysis. The risk analysis was 
made for the purpose of identifying the risks involved in the project. The goal was to get a 
good view of the risks, valuate them and then come up with prevent measures.18 The Risk 
analysis is presented in a table, see appendix 9, Risk Analysis. 
 
After all the interviews and observations we compiled the information and made a user 
analysis. First a couple of criteria were established. 
 

• Be a part of SCC Vi-Agroforetsty´s activity 
• Long term activity within the SCC Vi-Agroforestry program 
• Hold financial recourses, either through Micro Finance or by personal savings 
• Willing to invest for future benefits based on informed choices and business planning 
• Interested in development and open to receiving knowledge and counseling 
• Some knowledge in technology is necessary in order to construct and maintain the 

windmill 
 
After this we divided each and every one of the different users in to four user groups: Small 
scale farmers, Cooperative groups of farmers, Women groups and Social institutions. See 
appendix 10, User analysis. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
18 Jonas Rundqvist, Handouts 2007 
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We put together a simple table that shows the key words/aspects of the development of the 
product. Windpower Africa has four key words: Technical aspects, Life quality aspects, 
Economical aspects and Environmental aspects. These four aspects have had a big importance 
throughout the project and lead the project in the right direction. See appendix 11, Key words. 
 
With these aspects in mind a specification of demands and desires was made. The 
specification of demands and desires is separated into three groups: Primary demands, 
Secondary demands and Desires. For each demand or desire there is a definition.  
 
Primary demands Definition 
Pump water From water source to household 
Capacity  Over 5000 dm³/day (24h) 
Filter water From stones and sand 
Able to break By one person 

2 pumps  Per axis 
Maximum manufacturing cost  $300 US 
The user should be able to construct By education and counseling from  
and maintain the windmill SCC Vi- Agroforestry and their field staff 

Secondary demands Definition 
Minimum lifetime  10 years 
Adjustable against the wind Manually 
Environmentally friendly No admittance of toxic substances 
Instruction booklet In both English and Swahili with pictures 

Desires Definition 
Purify water From micro organisms  
Generate electricity For household use 
Recyclable Construction by organic materials 
Fit into the surrounding environment No disturbance for animal life 
Apply waste management As much as possible 
II. Specification of demands and desires 

 
During the nine weeks of visit East Africa we met lots of people that showed interest in the 
project. For every time that we explained what the project was all about we unconsciously 
worked with the problems of the project and new aspects of it. We also discovered significant 
differences between the countries Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda. 
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4. Realization 
This chapter will present what have been done while developing the product. The facts used 
within the project are predominantly performed empirical by the project group members. The 
process is described in chronological order so that you as a reader easily can follow the steps 
through the product development. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

4.1 Product development 
In order to generate ideas for solutions we used different types of methods, either within the 
project group or with help from outsiders. The idea generating methods used were BAD, PAD 
and MAD as described in chapter two. Many ideas has also been influenced by specialists 
from different industries and then been modified to fit the conditions occurring in Tanzania.  
 
First of all, we started with generating general ideas for the wind power station. This was 
done together with students from the Innovation engineer program. See appendix 12, Results 
of Brainstorming. After brainstorming was done we benchmarked the different parts of the 
wind power station, see appendix 13, Benchmarking pictures. This was mainly done on the 
Internet for the purpose of scanning for similar or better ideas.  
 
Throughout the whole process of developing the product we have worked dynamical with the 
different part solutions. We decided to divide the different parts on the wind power station 
into five categories: Frame, Power transmission, Axis/Sails, Pump and Water purification. 
 
Two consistent themes for the product development have been User Adapted and Waste 
Management. In every step of the development has these aspects played a great role. To make 
the wind power station as user adapted as possible is very important, otherwise the users 
won’t utilize the product and the whole project will be a waste. We also think it’s very 
important to apply Waste Management as much as possible into all solutions. The purpose of 
Waste Management is to lower material costs and to reuse waste, so that the wind power 
station burdens the environment as little as possible.  
 
During the building of the prototype we cooperate with Kattegatt High school in Halmstad. 
They sponsored with some materials and helped us building the axis, wings and conrod.  
 
After the prototype of the wind power station was completed we made a Manual of how to 
construct your own wind power station. To set up the Manual we started with outlining what 
should be included in the Manual. See appendix 14, Manual list, for a list of information. To 
communicate the Manual to the user we chose to have both informative text and visual 
descriptions. Many pictures were taken and sketches were drawn. The Manual was made in 
the computer program Power Point and then printed and laminated to last longer. 
 
We also performed LCA, FMEA and SWOT-analysis in order to facilitate the evaluation of 
the product.  
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4.1.1 Frame 
We worked parallel with BAD, PAD and MAD. In the beginning we created small models 
with sticks, straws, stings, tape, and paper. See appendix 15, Small models. The BAD, PAD 
and MAD resulted in nine different solutions of the frame construction. See appendix 16, 
Sketches. We then used Pugh’s Evaluation Matrix to sieve, see appendix 17, Pugh’s 
Evaluation Matrix 1. After this we had three different solutions left. Small scale prototypes of 
these three solutions were built, see appendix 18, Small scale prototypes, and after this we 
used Pugh’s Evaluation Matrix again to find the most suitable one, see appendix 19, Pugh’s 
Evaluation Matrix 2. Based on the result from the evaluation was the frame to be constructed 
in full scale with starting point from the small scale prototype. But first some modifications 
were done, for example we added an extra log at the short side of the frame to increase the 
shear stiffness. See appendix 20, Frame Sketch.  

4.1.2 Axis and Sails 
During the development of the frame we also thought about how to attach the axis. Therefore 
this step in the development was made smoothly and there were not many ways to construct 
the axis with the wing bars on, see appendix 21, Sketch wing bar. During benchmarking we 
came to the conclusion that six bars should be the best alternative thou almost every existing 
small scale wind power station had the same amount of bars. A lot of time was spent on 
finding knowledge about the sails, but also on finding a company that was willing to sponsor. 
Finally we find the company UK Syversen who sponsored us with sails. With information 
gained from benchmarking and help from people in the industry we chose a solution and then 
made basic sketches with measurements, see appendix 22, Sketches sails. The measurements 
were sent to UK Syversen who made the sails and sent them back to us. 

4.1.3 Power transmission 
The idea generating methods gave us several similar solutions on how to get the power 
transmitted from a circular motion into a linear motion. See appendix 23, Power transmission 
models. After discussing and consulting with teacher Hans-Åke Persson at Kattegatt High 
School, we decided to try out one of the solutions. With help from the students at Kattegatt 
High School we were able to build a full-scale prototype of the power transmission and 
conrod and then attach it to the frame.  
 
Next step was to generate ideas on how to fix the pump handle with the conrod. We came up 
with several solutions, see appendix 24, Sketches and photos of fixing methods. We sieved 
and ended up with three different solutions and one was chosen for the full-scale prototype.  

4.1.4 Pump 
We spent much time benchmarking in order to find a suitable pump for the wind power 
station. There were many things to consider, for example capacity, pressure height and 
investment cost. To gather all this aspects we put together a specification of demands for the 
pump. See appendix 25, Specification of demands - Pump.  
 
During the study trip we saw a local made piston pump used by a farmer in Musoma. The 
hand operated piston pump may be the cheapest alternative, but it was hard to find in Sweden. 
Therefore we decided to test a semi-rotary pump, also known as “old diesel pump”. This 
pump is of high quality and is also hand operated.  
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Because of the facts that the local made piston pump is relatively simple to find in Tanzania 
and easy to find spare parts to, we decided to develop the wind power station so that any 
pump is possible to attach. When we tested the pump, necessary parts like hose, couplings and 
a bottom valve had to be obtained.  

4.1.5 Water purification 
To be able to drink the water from Lake Victoria the water needs to be purified some how. 
Research on the Internet was done together with the students from Kattegatt High School and 
resulted in some known suitable solutions like: Sand filter, Coal filtering19, UV-radiation20 
and Moringa Oleifera21. Many of these solutions can be combined and used in the same 
system. In order to see how they work, tests were performed as described in the following 
section. 

4.2 Tests 
Several tests were made to verify if the prototype meets the requirements set up in the 
beginning of the project process. 

4.2.1 Pump tests 
When we had chosen what kind of pump they want to integrate with the prototype for the 
wind power station, the pump had to be tested. We wanted to know how the amount required 
of force differentiates at various pressure heights. The tests were performed at heights from 0-
9 meters above the pump. The hose used was 25 mm externally and 20 mm internally. To be 
able to measure the force we used a dynamometer. Important are to direct the dynamometer 
perpendicular to the pump handle which in this case is the lever. We performed the test five 
times with different lengths on the lever. In each test we measured the force at various 
pressure heights.  
 
We made further tests with the pump. This time it concerned how much force it requires to 
pump water 200 meters with different lengths on the lever when the hose is lying at the 
ground. We had to delimitate the test to using 200 meters of hose, this because of the high 
price. 

4.2.2 Wind power station tests 
We made several capacity tests on the wind power station. A clock, a 10 liters bucket and a 
velometer, to measure wind speed, were used to get the result in liters per minute.  

4.2.3 Sand filter test 
In order to test if a sand filter will purify water we had to construct one together with students 
at Kattegatt High School. The sand filter was constructed by using a plastic container, a tap, 
three different kinds of sand, fiber cloth and fine-meshed steel nets. In order to test the sand 
filter, dirty water from a pond was collected in buckets. The dirty water was then poured into 
the sand filter. Tests on how fast the sand filter lets trough water was also performed, both 
with tap water and dirty pond water. For this test a clock and a 10 liter bucket was used. 

                                                 
19 http://www.his.se/upload/31612/vattenrening2005.doc, 2008-05-13 
20 http://www.karotec.se/, 2008-05-13 
21 http://epubl.ltu.se/1402-1617/2005/177/LTU-EX-05177-SE.pdf, 2008-05-13 
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5. The Product 
In this chapter the result of the project will be described by presenting the product. With text 
and pictures you will be given an overview of the main operation and its purpose, plus lots of 
detailed information on the functions of the different parts. The Manual is also described in 
this chapter. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

5.1 The Wind Power Station 
The final prototype resulted in an around five meters high wind 
power station. A wooden frame holds up the axis which is attached 
to bearings in two bicycle wheels. The wheels are resting in the 
forks on the frame. In the middle of the axis is the actual windmill 
situated with six wings and sails. When the sails catch wind the axis 
will rotate. The circular motion is transformed into a linear motion 
which makes the conrod move up and down. The conrod is attached 
to the pump which also will be moved up and down to pump the 
water. For more information about all parts and materials used see 
appendix 26, List of components.  
 

5.1.1 General concept               III. The wind power station  

Here is a picture presenting the general concept of a wind power system in use. As you see in 
the picture the water will be transported from Lake Victoria to a tank. 
 
The tank needs to be placed higher then 
the household and farm so the water can 
run from the tank when ever needed. The 
tank can be either homemade with stones, 
concrete and an aluminum sheet as cover 
or it can be a plastic container that the user 
purchases. The purpose of a tank is to 
store water so it can be used when it’s 
needed. 
 
The wind power station needs to be 
situated between 3-6 meters from the 
shoreline of the lake. If it’s to close to the 
water it might be damaged by waves. It’s 
important to anchor it into the ground by 
digging it into the sand and placing heavy 
stones on top. Ropes can also be used to        IV. The general concept 

 tie it to the ground. It’s also important to  
place the wind power station so that the sails  
face the wind direction in a 90 degree angle.  
 
To obtain the maximum benefit from the wind power station the user needs to invest in 
additional parts like pump, bottom filter, water pipes, couplings, taps, tank, and irrigation 
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hose. We also recommend the user to invest in some kind of water purification in order to get 
clean drinking water. 

5.1.2 Frame 
The frame that holds the axis and sails is constructed from wood and other natural materials. 
The wooden logs and sticks can be attached together by using for example nails, screws, 
ropes, leather, steel wires or any other materials the user can find. It’s important that the user 
build the wind power station as it is described in the Manual and don’t skip any part. For 
example, if they skip the two crossed logs at the short end, the shear stiffness will decrease 
and the frame will presumably break down. See appendix 27, Shear stiffness. In appendix 39, 
Manual, is a detailed description of how to construct the frame according to the 
measurements recommended.  

5.1.3 Axis and Sails 
The axis is directly attached to bicycle wheels, one on each end. The bearings in the bicycle 
wheels are used so the axis can rotate easily. The bicycle wheels are attached to the frame by 
ropes or by the rubber tube from the wheel. The user can choose to use some other kind of 
bearings, but we choose old bicycle wheels to apply Waste Management. 
 
The bars are attached in the middle of the axis to hold up the sails. There are six bars for six 
sails and they are placed with a 60 degree angel from each other. (360/6=60) The bars are 
recommended to be of some kind of light-alloy metal, for example aluminum, so they weigh 
as little as possible but still functions. They can either be attached by welding or screwed on 
using cross couplings, depending on what the user have access to. The wings are stabilized 
with strings and ropes so that they don’t bend when strong winds are coming in. See appendix 
28, Wings stabilization. 
 
We recommend the sails to be weaved. There is a fabric factory in Musoma so it will be easy 
for the users to get weaved material to make sails of.  The six sails have measurements 
according to this drawing, see appendix 22, Sketches Sails. The sails are attached with strings 
that are tied to the wing bars. The sails can be adjusted against the wind direction with help 
from the strings that are attached to the sail. As you se in the picture you can use the string to 
trim the sails and to give them slack. This is required to catch the wind in the most favorable 
way.  
 
It’s recommended to set and lower the sails one by one. When the wind power station isn’t in 
use the sails will be rolled in and tied to the bars for minimum wear. 
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5.1.4 Power transmission 
On the outside of the bicycle wheel we attached a steel 
bar. To achieve state of equilibrium the thread from the 
wheel is fixed in the middle of the iron bar.  
 
Where to attach the conrod on the iron bar is depending 
on how long the lever/pump handle is. On the final 
prototype the lever is 18, 5 centimeters; therefore the 
conrod is attached 18 centimeters from the center of the 
iron bar. It is important to not attach the conrod closer       V. Power transmission pictures 

than the length of the lever. If so there is a great  
possibility of breakdowns. 
 
The other end of the conrod is fixed to the pump handle 
by using bolt and nuts. See appendix 39, Manual. There 
are many possible ways to fix the conrod to the pump 
handle. The user themselves can choose which solution 
they want to adapt based on what materials they have 
access to. For detailed description of how to construct the 
power transmission and conrod see appendix 39, Manual. 

5.1.5 Pump                                 VI. Attachment of the steel bar     
For the final prototype we chose a semi-rotary pump, also known as diesel pump, to pump the 
water. This pump is made of cast iron and brass and comes in one piece. It doesn’t need 
maintenance and has a life time of minimum 10 years. In most cases it works for 50 years if 
it’s well taken care of.22 See Appendix 29, Technical Specification - pump.  
 
The semi-rotary pump is very sensitive for dirt and particles so therefore a bottom filter needs 
to be installed. They can purchase a bottom valve or use a modified PET-bottle. Necessary 
parts like hose, couplings and a bottom valve needs to be purchased in order to get the pump 
working. See appendix 30, Pump Parts. 
 
The pump handle was changed in order to 
make it as easy as possible for the wind 
power station to pump water. A weight 
was added at the other end of the new 
handle. It has the same weight as the 
conrod in order to get balance and 
facilitate the movement of the conrod. 
Because of the balance it will be easier to      VII. Pump and pump handle 

pump compare to the eccentric handle.  
 
To keep the pump last longer a bottom filter needs to be installed to prevent dirt from coming 
into the pump and destroying it. The user is recommended to buy a bottom valve that will be 
attached to the pipe that sucks in water. The bottom valve must be placed downwards to be 

                                                 
22 Interview, Mats Andersson, Gustafsbergs Rörsystem 
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able to suck in water and it must be placed away from the bottom. The ideal environment for 
the bottom valve is to place stones on the bottom of the lake and fixate the bottom valve so it 
faces the right direction. To protect the bottom valve from fish and other hazards it’s 
recommended to build a stone wall around the pump suction inlet.  
 
If the user wants to protect the bottom valve even better they can construct a hard filter to be 
fitted outside the bottom valve. The bigger filter will filtrate lager particles and then extend 
the bottom valves lifetime. For a detailed description on how to construct your own bottom 
valve protector see appendix 39, Manual.  
 
 
If SCC Vi-Agroforestry bought the semi-rotary pump from Sweden in larger consignment the 
price can be estimate to 1500 SEK. We believe that it would be cheaper to buy the same kind 
of pump from a nearby country. The user can also choose to construct there own piston pump, 
see appendix 39, Manual, for a picture and information about it.  
 
During benchmarking we came across KickStart pumps that are currently being used in 
African developing countries. KickStart distribute several different models of water pumps to 
private entrepreneurs.23 From there assortment we found two suitable for the wind power 
station and they are called Super MoneyMaker pressure pump and MoneyMaker plus pump. 
See appendix 31, KickStart, for more information about the pumps.  
 
To sum up, the user can use whatever of these 4 pumps (Semi-Rotary pump, piston pump, 
Super MoneyMaker pump or MoneyMaker Plus pump) they want to, thou it is easy to 
integrate different pumps on our wind power station.  

5.1.6 Water purification 
To purify the water is only needed when it’s used for drinking or in cooking. Therefore all the 
water that is pumped from Lake Victoria doesn’t need to be purified. It will be roughly 
filtered when it passes trough the bottom filter and sucked into the pipe, but it’s not pure and 
clean to drink. We came across several ideas on how to purify water; Sand filter, Coal 
filtering24, UV-radiation25 and Moringa Oleifera26. All the methods are described in the 
Manual, see appendix 39, Manual. The farmers themselves can choose which one they will 
use depending on what material they find. It’s also possible to integrate several methods with 
each other for an optimal result.  

5.2 Tests 

5.2.1 Pump tests 
The test show that the pump required less force when the lever gets longer and contrary that 
it’s required more force when it gets shorter. It also shown that it required more force when 
the opening is height up compared to when it’s lower. For table and diagram see appendix 32, 
Pressure height tests. 

                                                 
23 http://www.kickstart.org/tech/technologies/micro-irrigation.html, 2008-03-31 
24 http://www.his.se/upload/31612/vattenrening2005.doc, 2008-05-13 
25 http://www.karotec.se/, 2008-05-13 
26 http://epubl.ltu.se/1402-1617/2005/177/LTU-EX-05177-SE.pdf, 2008-05-13 
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The result from the test, that concerns how much force is required to pump water 200 meters 
with different lengths on the lever when the hose are lying at the ground, is show in appendix 
33, Pump test. The result is the same as in previous test, the pump required less force when 
the lever is longer.  

5.2.2 Wind power station test 
We made several capacity tests on the wind power station. A 
clock, a 10 liters bucket and a velometer, to measure wind speed, 
were used to get the result in liters per minute. 
 
The amount of water being pumped per minute is 4,25 l with a 
wind velocity of 1,53 m/s.  
The amount of water being pumped per minute is 6,54 l with a 
wind velocity of 1,98 m/s.  
The amount of water being pumped per minute is 7,46 l with a 
wind velocity of 2,34 m/s.                                               

5.2.3 Sand filter test                                                      VIII. Wind power station during tests 

The sand filter let through 10 liters of tap water in 9 min, which is more than 1 liter per 
minute. The dirty pond water ran through much slower, 2 liters in 8 minutes. That is 
approximately ¼ of a liter per minute. The dirty pond water was purified from particles, but 
not bacteria. But a significant difference in brown color was discovered when the samples of 
before and after filtering the dirty pond water. Read more about how to construct a sand filter 
in the Manual, see appendix 39, Manual. 
 
5.3 Manual   
Since the purpose of the wind power station was to make it as user 
friendly and easy to maintain as possible, we made a Manual, see 
appendix 39, Manual. The Manual describes how the users 
themselves, with help from just a few people can build and 
maintain a wind power station. The manual include building 
drawings, building- and maintenance directions. In the Manual we 
present and describe the solutions in detail. Apart from the first 
hand solutions we also sometimes present second and third hand 
solutions. The user will then choose which solution he or she 
wants to use depending on how much money they can invest and 
what materials they have access to. Therefore will each wind 
power station be unique and user adapted. 
                                                                        IX. The Manual 

The Manual consists of 40 pages of information. But since it is printed on both sides of the 
paper it will be 20 pages in total, plus a front and back cover. It’s written in English and will 
be translated into the local language Swahili, so the users can read it. It also contains many 
pictures and drawings so it’s easy to communicate for the SCC VI-Agroforestry staff and easy 
for the farmers to understand. We intend to hand over all digital material to SCC Vi-
Agroforestry, Project Mara, so they have the ability to print copies from a PDF-file. We will 
also provide with one or more printed Manuals which will come in the standard size A4 and 
be laminated so they last longer out in the field.   
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6. Product plan 
A product plan will tell what plan has been made for the product. The plan includes what 
market and target groups the product aims for. The plan also includes how the product will 
be distributed and manufactured and an economical plan. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

6.1 Market  
The target group on the market is, in a long term perspective, not just the farmer in Project 
Mara. It’s all the farmers involved in SCC Vi-Agroforestrys projects around Lake Victoria. 
The farmers that are already a part of the SCC Vi-Agroforestry project are our first hand 
target group. But new farmers that are willing to adopt this product are also welcomed.  

6.2 Economical plan and calculations 
The farmers need to be willing to invest for the future. Based on information about business 
planning from the staff at SCC Vi-Agroforestry the farmers can make a decision. We 
recommend the farmers to join cooperative groups of farmers and start with Micro Finance. 
Micro Finance is a form of saving money when everyone in the group puts in one share every 
meeting. The farmers can then take a micro loan from the saving box and repay the loan later. 
If for example a cooperative group of farmers have a farm which they run and benefit from 
together, they can start with Micro Finance. After a while of saving they can use the savings 
for investing in our wind power station. The investment will benefit the whole group and all 
of the members will get there share back after a while. 
 
We made four different pay-off calculations based on cost estimations, see appendix 34, Cost 
estimation. Each pay-off is with a different pump. For example if you decide to build a wind 
power station with the local made pump the cost will be 230 USD. We estimated the income 
per week that the wind power station generates to be 13,8 USD. The pay-off time will 
therefore be 16,7 weeks. And if you want to include a tank made of concrete add 7 weeks to 
that. For pay-off times for the other alternatives and more detailed information see appendix 
35, Pay-Off. 

6.3 Distribution 
The product will be distributed to SCC Vi-Agroforestry in form of a Manual and this report. 
An implementation trip can also be possible if we get financial resources from sponsors or 
scholarships. If we are able to visit Musoma in Mara Region again we will educate the SCC 
Vi-Agroforestry’s staff on how to construct this wind power station. And they will later give 
counseling and advice to the farmers.  

6.4 Manufacturing the Product 
The wind power station will be constructed and manufactured by farmers themselves in 
Tanzania.  In appendix 39, Manual, can you read about how to construct the wind power 
station step by step. 
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7. Evaluation of product 
In this chapter the result will be set and measured against criteria that were put up in the 
beginning of the process of developing the wind power station. It will also be compared and 
evaluated against the locally existing windmill that is situated in Mara Region, Tanzania.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
We found a solution that meets the demands without exceeding the cost limit. We 
accomplished to fulfill all of the demands that we set up in the Specification of demands. 
 

• It pumps water from Lake Victoria to the farmer’s household.  
• It has a capacity of over 5000 liters per day.  
• It filters the water from stone and sand.  
• It contains an emergency break and therefore enables one person the stop the wind 

power station. 
• It has the option of putting two pumps (one on each side of the axis) on the wind 

power station.  
• It has a manufacturing cost under 300 USD (without tank included).  
• The user can construct a wind power station on his/her own after gaining knowledge 

from the SCC Vi-Agroforestry staff and the Manual. 
• The user can maintain the wind power station on his/her own by guidance from the 

Manual. 
 
All of the secondary demands were also fulfilled. But there was one desire that we didn’t 
fulfill, which was to generate electricity. We didn’t have time to do this but we are certain that 
it’s possible to do. 
 
If we compare our result with existing wind power stations we are very pleased with the 
result. The advantages of our wind power station are that it can be constructed, managed and 
maintained by the user themselves and that it can be built from local existing materials. Off 
course the product would be even better if higher cost were allowed. But that was not the 
purpose and we managed to make a user adapted wind power station with a reachable price. 
 
We also made a SWOT-analysis in order to see the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats with our product. Examples of strengths are that it is user friendly and have a short 
pay-off time. Examples of weaknesses are that it required three persons to put tougher the 
frame and that it should not bee use when the wind velocity is above 8 m/s. For more detailed 
information see appendix 36, SWOT. 
 
A LCA-analysis was made in order to see if the product had any bad impact on the 
environment. The result shows that the effect on the environment from the wind power station 
is very low since a lot of the material used can be recycled or reused. See appendix 37, LCA. 
 
We also made a FMEA. This was done to realize and prevent the failure modes that can occur 
when constructing and using the wind power station. See appendix 38, FMEA. 
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8. Discussion  
Here at the end of the report is space given for discussion. Discussion topics are for example 
why certain choices were made and how things could have been done differently. Even 
explanations of why things are like they are.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Field study 
Mara Region covers a large area, which have been divided into seven zones by SCC Vi-
Agroforestry. We found it important to obtain a fare opinion from farmers and future users. In 
order to meet new farmers and zone managers every time we tried to visit different zones as 
often as possible. We didn’t visit all seven zones but we visited farmers involved in various 
different activities and got a good idea of SCC Vi-Agroforestry’s program. 

Interviews  
During the interviews people might not always answer the questions truthfully because of the 
fact that we cooperate with a help organization. Maybe they think that if they say something 
negative about the help organization they might not get further help and guidance. So 
therefore they sometimes answer what they think we want to hear. But this is something that 
we were aware of and made allowances for.  
 
Further one reason that they might not answer truthful or don’t answer at all is because the 
fact that the rest of their cooperative group members are listening. So in some occasion we 
interviewed the farmers one by one. 
 
And off course many things get lost in translation. The farmer might answer the question with 
ten sentences and then the interpreter might translate it into a simple “Yes”. So many aspects 
and explanations were lost. This is always the case when you can’t understand the language. 
But overall we got a good view of what the users had to share. Never underestimate sign 
language, behavior and facial expressions.  
 
Just by learning and using a few greetings and phrases in the local language Swahili the 
farmers and all people we meet were more positive towards us and our questions. We also had 
to try different kind of fruit and crops when we visited farmers to show gratitude.  

Benchmarking 
All of the benchmarking performed within the project was done for the purpose of getting 
inspiration and knowledge from already existing solutions. Therefore was the benchmarking 
limited to fit that purpose. The intention was never to obtain immaterial rights or patent for 
our wind power station.  

Adjustable towards the wind 
We chose not to construct the windmill so it’s adjustable towards the wind direction. The 
wind power station doesn’t need to be adjustable because the wind has almost constantly the 
same direction, timing and strength. At about 1 o’clock every afternoon did the wind come in 
from the lake with a wind velocity of approximately 5 m/s. This was notified by the project 
group members during the field study in Musoma, Tanzania and confirmed by many locals 
and Internet sites.  
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Pump 
The tests concerns how much force is required to pump water 200 meters with different 
lengths on the lever when the hose is lying at the ground and when it pump water up to 
different highs. The result shows that the pump required less force when the lever is longer.  
 
We can not just make the lever longer on the wind power station because of the angle 
between the conrod and the lever and between the conrod and iron bar. And because of this 
angle it will be a very big horizontal movement on the conrod which constitutes wear on the 
adjacent parts.  

Hose 
What’s important to take into consideration is that different hoses have different friction on 
the inside. If it’s a big frictional resistance a large force will be needed on the pump handle to 
pump the water to the opening of the hose. 

Water purification 
To purify the water being pumped from Lake Victoria to the farmer’s household was a 
secondary demand put up by the project group. From the beginning was this aspect only to be 
considered if the time schedule allowed it. Since getting so much practical help from the 
students at Kattegatt High School we decided to try to solve the water purification problem as 
well. Together with students from Kattegatt High School did we do research on the Internet 
and consulted a teacher in Environmental techniques. Four solutions were selected and looked 
into. We decided to test one of them and to present all four of them in the Manual. It’s 
important to note that we didn’t come up with these solutions for water purification. They are 
all well known techniques that we consider to be useable in Tanzania. 

Manual in Swahili 
One of the wishes set up in the beginning of the project process was to get the Manual 
translated into Swahili. This wish was early on selected to be of low priority. We wrote the 
Manual in English and decided to hand it over to someone at the SCC Vi-Agroforestry office 
in Musoma, Tanzania to get it translated. We lack knowledge in Swahili and believe that staff 
from SCC Vi-Agroforestry will do an excellent job. 
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9. Reflections  
The authors of this report will in this chapter be given time and space to reflections of the 
project. Many of the reflections are anecdotes from the field study and things that in some 
way affected the project.  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 To be a foreigner in Tanzania is not always easy. 
For example we look different, talk different and 
behave different. In Musoma and Mara Region 
it’s not very common to get visits from white 
people. We were often treated as very important 
people, adults would stir at us and the children 
would call out “Mzungo Mzungo”, which means 
white people. But for most of the time the people 
were very kind and helpful. It didn’t matter if we 
were in the town of Musoma or in a poor village 
in rural areas, they were very interested and took 
their time to show us around and answer all of our 
questions.                                        X. Mzungo Mzungo 

 
To visit farmers in a developing country with extremely high poverty was an interesting and 
instructive experience. Most of the families we visited had about 6 to10 children to provide 
food and shelter for. Polygamy, for the men, is also common in these areas. Some families 
only had one small shed to sleep in so they would share the space with all the other family 
members. Often would some of the children in a large family have the possibility to go to 
school, but not all of them. Even though they were poor they sometimes had TV and stereo 
and almost every family father had a mobile phone. It seams as if they skipped a few steps in 
developing since no one has a stationary telephone.  
 
Family relationships are very important and it’s the family’s responsibility to take care of 
another family member. Everyone looks after each other. I one member of the family has an 
income he or she is expected to share with the whole family. 
 
Often as we visited a farmer or a cooperative group of farmers they would ask us for advice 
concerning everything from Agroforestry to beekeeping. We would then answer based on the 
little knowledge we had gained from SCC Vi-Agroforestry and from common sense. They 
would also often ask us to write them letters and send pictures we had taken of them. 
 
We were often asked questions like –Are you married? –Where is your husband? –Why do 
you want to work when your husband works? –What is your religion? –How much/many 
cows and goats does a wife cost in Sweden?  
 
By talking to locals, discussing and answering various questions like these we learned a lot 
about Tanzanian culture. There are many differences but also so many similarities as we all 
are humans. We have a lot to learn from each other. 
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It is almost considered rude to hurry someone in Tanzania. For example, when we were going 
to a local wedding we waited for three hours after the set time. This was nothing unusual and 
only to be accepted. “What can’t be done today might be done tomorrow” is a common 
meaning. Stress didn’t occur and no one seemed bothered by not getting anything done, (in 
European eyes).  
 
We also discovered significant differences between Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda as we 
traveled in these countries for four weeks after the actual field study. As we left Musoma and 
Tanzania in a small mini van we instantly discovered that people in Kenya were wearing 
westernized cloth and shoes as soon as we passed the boarder. The population in Kenya 
speaks better English and has reached further with developing. They are more business driven 
and time is more precious. We believe this time factor to be one of the reasons that Tanzania 
is less developed then Kenya. The Tanzanians are a very peaceful people and they identify 
themselves as Tanzanians. The Kenyans on the other hand identifies themselves to there local 
tribe. We also saw theme as more aggressive and needy as they often asked us for money. We 
believe this factors being one of the reasons for the previous civil war that occurred in 
Western Kenya after the elections in December 2007.  
 
Uganda is a country that suffered a lot from the despot regime of Idi Amin. We believed 
Uganda to be the most beautiful and green country of them all. The people were mostly 
friendly and better in English then the Tanzanians.  
 
Public transportation would differ from county to country. As the boarders were crossed, 
asphalt would disappear and roads consisted of bumpy dirt paths. The capitals of Uganda and 
Kenya were very different. Kampala in Uganda is a total chaos, with dirt roads and people 
everywhere, whilst Nairobi is well organized and has sky scrapes and business quarters. But 
the crime level is probably just as high. We avoided walking after dark and kept belongings 
very close in order to prevent mugging and attacks. 
 
Right now, may 2008, we are writing an essay in the subject project management. We write 
an article about the cultural environment, with starting point from the models of Geert 
Hofsteede. So the knowledge that we collect during our study trip have been useful in other 
courses in our education and made a great impact on our lives. 
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10. Future and vision 
What are the vision and hopes for the project in the future? How will this project become 
reality and what possibilities does it have? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hopefully, if we raise enough money, an implementation trip will be done in the summer of 
2008. We have applied for the IRIS scholarship27, 60 000SEK, and hopefully we will get a 
positive answer around mid summer. There are a few other scholarships we plan to apply for 
and we hope to get financial recourses to be able to travel back to Musoma, Tanzania. To be 
given the opportunity to hand over all information about the project and the wind power 
station physically would be a natural ending for us. Then it would be more real for us then if 
we just send over the report and the Manual by computer. It would also be interesting if we 
could travel back next year and then hopefully see the benefits from the wind power stations 
on our own. 
 
There was one desire that we didn’t fulfill and that is to generate electricity. The purpose of 
generate electricity is so that the farmers in rural areas can get some electricity for household 
use. We don’t think that this should be too hard. Our idea is to put a simple dynamo in the 
other end of the rotating axis. Then have a battery that the dynamo will charge. So here is a 
great potential for the product. We don’t plan to dot his development our selves but hope that 
the staff at SCC Vi-Agroforestry together with willing farmers can develop a solution that 
generates electricity. 
 
We really hope that the farmers are willing to adopt our 
solution and that SCC Vi-Agroforestry can spread the 
knowledge about it to as many farmers as possible. 
And we hope that when the framers construct and use 
this water pumping wind power station it will benefit in 
an increased life quality. And we know that we have 
made possible a small difference for the people in 
Tanzania. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
                                                 XI. A child from Musoma Children’s home 

 

                                                 
27 http://www.kvinnorkan.se/iris/index2.html, 2008-05-23 
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1 Basic facts of Tanzania 
 

Area, km2 945 

Capital Dodoma 

Population 2005, millions 38.5 

Expected population 2015, millions 49.0 

Population growth per annum (per cent) 2.4 

Per capita GDP (USD ppp* 2005) 744 

Per capita GDP/annual growth 1990-2005 (per cent) 1.7 

Total aid from all countries, million USD, 2005 1,505.1 

Total aid as proportion of GDP, 2005 (per cent) 12.4 

Adult literacy (per cent) 69.4 

Life expectancy at birth (2005) 51 

Life expectancy at birth (1970) 45.3 

Under-five mortality rate per 1,000 live births (2005) 122 

Under-five mortality rate per 1,000 live births (1970) 218 

Doctors (per 100,000 population) 2 

Access to improved sanitation (per cent of population) 47 

Access to an improved water source (per cent of population) 62 

People with HIV/AIDS in the 15-49 age group (per cent) 6.5 

Ranking in Human Development Report 2007 (out of 177 countries) 159 

(Sweden  6) 

Sources: Human Development Report 2007 and 1998 
 
*ppp: purchasing power parity (purchasing power taking into account  
exchange rates; used to compare living standards in different countries.) 
Per capita GDP in Sweden (USD ppp 2005)=32,525.28 

                                                 
28 http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=401&a=1341, 2007-10-03 
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2 Gantt-Scheme 
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3 Budget and Follow-up 
 

Budget 
Flight tickets (there and back)   12.000sek  x 2 persons = 24.000sek                  
Travel insurance     1200sek  x 2persons = 2400sek              
Visa      500sek x 2persons = 1000sek 
Lodging       150sek x 70days x 2persons = 21.000sek 
 
Vaccine and medication:    Diphtheria and tetanus 285sek x 2persons 

Twinrix 3 x 560sek x 2persons 
Polio 255sek x 2persons 
Lariam (Malaria) 2doses x 230sek x 2persons 

      Yellow fever 250sek x 2persons 
      Aspirin etc.1000sek 
 
Summery vaccination and medicine   6860sek 
Project material and equipment   (video camera 4500sek) ca 8000sek     
Cost for manufacturing of product   10.000sek 
 
Summery: 73.260sek 
 
Summery in $US 13876 
 

Follow-up 
 
Flight tickets 20090 
Travel insurance 1740 
Visa 1770 
Lodging 7180 
Vaccine and medication 4642 
Project material 3482,5 
Manufacturing cost 1547 
Print out 600 
Transportation  3290 
Phone 700 
Print out Manual x 6 960 
Print out rapport x 6 4200 
Summary SEK 50202  
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4 Interest Analysis 
The purpose of making an interest analysis is to highlight all the interested parties and be 
aware of their expectations. The goal is to understand how to fulfill and meet their demands. 

Identifying 
A brainstorming was made to identify all the interested parties. The brainstorm was made 
individually with post-its. After all the suggestions were written down we started to sort them 
into three categories, Core, Primary and Secondary as the picture below shows.  
 

 
The core interested parties are (white circle): 
 
1 VI-SCC Agroforestry Musoma 
2 Population in Shirati 

3 Anna Håkansson & Petra Nilsson 
4 Supervisor in field, Henrik Brundin 
5 Supervisor at Halmstad University, Leif Nordin  
 

Anna & Petra 

Population 
 in Shirati 

Leif Nordin 

Henrik Brundin 

VI-SCC Agroforestry 
Musoma 

Magnus Dalén 
(Annas mentor) 

Population in 
Mara region 

Family & Relatives VI-SCC Agroforestry 

Innovation engineer 
 program 

SIDA (MFS) 

Cooperative divisions 
At Halmstad University 

Central  
Government 
Of Tanzania 

Population within 
The VI-SCC Agroforestry 

Working area 

Local newspaper 
Hallandsposten 

Halmstad University International Division 
At Halmstad University 

Motvinden 

Local Government 
Of  Tanzania 

Community  
Development 

College of Tanzania 

Appropriate  
Technologies 
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The primary interested parties are (light gray circle): 
 
6 VI-SCC Agroforestry 
7 Population in Mara region 

8 Innovation engineer program, Halmstad University 

9 Community Development College of Tanzania 
10 Appropriate Technologies 
11 Local government of Tanzania 

12 Family & relatives 
13 Magnus Dalén (Annas mentor) 

 
The secondary interested parties are (dark gray circle): 
 
14 Population within the VI-SCC Agroforestry working area 
15 Halmstad University 
16 International division at Halmstad University 
17 Cooperative divisions at Halmstad University 
18 SIDA (MFS) 
19 Central government of Tanzania 

20 Local newspaper Hallandsposten 
21 Motvinden 
 

Sorting 
An importance and influence square 
divides all the interested parties into 
boxes. This gives a good view over 
the significance of the different 
parties and how much they 
influence and affect the project.  
 
In square A for example number 18 
(SIDA) has high importance 
because they finance the project. 
They don’t have much influence in 
decisions taken around the project 
therefore they are placed in square 
A. 
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Analysis 
It is necessary to be aware of demands and expectations from interested parties during the 
process in order to calculate the risks.  

1 VI-SCC Agroforestry Musoma 
They are very much interested in the project because it will benefit the work within the 
organization. They have high importance since they contribute with a supervisor in field, 
transportation, office facilities and knowledge. They also have high influence as we 
collaborate and share experiences with all the staff. Our goal is to fulfill their expectations 
concerning development of a windmill which will be pumping water. We wish for a close 
teamwork in order to continue the work in right direction so that an optimized result can be 
reached.  

2 Population in Shirati 
The population in the village Shirati in Mara Region is of high importance. They are 
contributing with showing their daily work, letting us interview them and share their 
experiences and problems. They expect from us to understand their situation and consider 
them during the whole project. They wish for us to come back and show them the result and 
that it will benefit them in their daily life. Some of the people in Shirati will influence us 
more, for example Mr. Morris who already benefit from VI-SCC’s existing product. The 
population in Shirati will work as our test group and will be the once who notice the 
differences first.  

3 Anna Håkansson & Petra Nilsson 
Our expectations on our selves are to try to solve all problems that will occur, as soon as 
possible. We strive to succeed in making a difference for the population within the Lake 
Victoria region, especially women and children. We also expect to gain knowledge in 
developing issues that developing countries deal with. We are the most important and 
influencing factors to fulfill this projects purpose. 

4 Supervisor in field, Henrik Brundin 
VI-SCC Agroforestry provides us with time and expertise through our supervisor in field, 
Henrik Brundin. He is the Project Manager for Mara region in Musoma. He is important to 
the project and contributes with knowledge and expertise in our subject. He will also 
influence us and give us feedback on our work. He is also supposed to guide us in the right 
direction throughout the whole process. 
His expectations on us are that we collect as many impressions from field studies as possible 
in order to get a realistic picture about the user’s situation. 

5 Supervisor at Halmstad University, Leif Nordin  
Leif Nordin will expect that we put a lot of effort in the project in order to gain the most 
optimized result. During the project we find it important to have a close communication with 
each other and get feedback from him continuously. He will also guide us in the right 
direction during the process and encourage us. He requires that we attend all obligated 
elements included in the course of the exam project, for example oral presentation, UTEXPO  
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and the C-essay. He also demands that we come up with a functioning and innovative 
prototype for the water pumping windmill.  
 
The primary interested parties  
VI-SCC Agroforestry (6), as an organization, doesn’t hold the same high importance and 
influence as the local division in Musoma. In the future, if the project succeeds, they will play 
a bigger part as an interest party. The same occurs for the population in Mara region (7). 
 
The Innovation engineer program at Halmstad University (8) plays an important role in this 
process. We would never have bin given the opportunity to carry out this project if the 
Innovation engineering program didn’t exist. This interested party includes teachers, other 
supervisors and fellow students who altogether create a successful environment. 

 
The student of the Community Development College of Tanzania (9) will influence us during 
our visits. We will interact with them and discus our problems and exchange ideas.  
 
The local government of Tanzania (11) is an interested party though they are concern about 
the inhabitant’s opportunity to self support. This will contribute to progress and development 
for the country of Tanzania.  

 
Our families and relatives (12) influence the project indirect as they contribute with support 
and encouragement. They will not play a big role in the matters of making decisions. The 
same goes for Magnus Dalén (13), who functions as Anna’s mentor through Halmstad 
University. 
 
The secondary interested parties 
We are aware of the importance and influences from secondary interested parties. We 
eliminate the chance of any major risks or disturbances that they can cause. But without the 
MFS scholarship this project wouldn’t exist due to lack of finance. (14-21) 
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5 SCC Vi- Agroforestry 
 

Vi AGROFORESTRY PROGRAMME (IN EAST AFRICA) KENYA UGANDA 
TANZANIA PROGRAMME PROFILE BACKGROUND  

The Vi Agroforestry Programme (Vi AFP) is financed by the Foundation Vi Planterar Träd, an 
international Non Governmental Organization (NGO) with headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden 
and registered in each East African country as an international NGO.  
Established by the Swedish consumers association and supported by the Vi Magazine, the 
Foundation Vi Planterar Träd, is financed by individual Swedish donors, over 30,000 annually, 
and the Swedish Government via the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency 
(Sida). Vi is the Swedish word for "we". Funds to the foundation have also been provided, since 
1997, by the Consumers Association in Norway as well as the Norwegian Government via the 
Norwegian Agency for Development Co-operation (NORAD).  
The Program activities started in 1983 in the West Pokot district of the Rift Valley Province of 
Kenya. The original aim and concept was to try to halt the desertification process by planting trees 
and making the area green.  
As more funds became available, the Program was extended in 1986 to take in the neighboring 
Trans Nzoia District and a new Program office was opened in Kitale. The idea and concept then 
spread to Uganda and Tanzania with Program activities being established in Masaka, Uganda in 
1992 and Musoma, Tanzania in 1994. In late 1998 the Program conducted a feasibility/baseline 
survey in Mwanza Region of Tanzania. Program activities were then started in Magu District, 
Mwanza Region at the beginning of 1999.  
The Program at present operates in 8 Districts in East Africa, which are located within the lake 
Victoria basin. With a combined team of nearly 400 field extensionists living in rural villages, the 
program now interacts with nearly 120,000 households yearly since 1999. This represents a total 
population of over one million people.  
PROGRAMME VISION: "A green belt of vegetation cover around the lake Victoria basin 
within small-scale holdings". PROGRAMME MISSION "To integrate agroforestry within the 
farming systems of small holders in the lake Victoria basin, and make it the engine of economic 
growth and poverty alleviation." Goal: To contribute towards improved livelihoods of small scale 
farmers in selected districts around Lake Victoria basin. Immediate objectives:  
 

• Increased food and nutritional security in selected villages in a period of 1 to 5 years  
• Increased fuel wood availability in selected villages in a period of 1 to 5 years.  
• Increased sources of income in selected villages in a period of 1 to 5 years.  

 
Target Group: Small-scale farmers with on average five acres of farm land who depend on their 
farms to derive their livelihood using their own labour. Program Strategy: Participatory 
agroforestry extension with emphasis on gender equity.  
The following Program Matrix (PM) shows the program in a nutshell, including relevant 
indicators and external factors influencing the Program.  
 
ORGANISATIONAL FRAMEWORK: The Board of the Foundation Vi Planterar Träd is 
solely responsible for the administration of Vi Agroforestry Program. It sets out the policy 
framework for the implementation of the program. The Managing Director (CEO), who is based 
in Stockholm, is responsible for the program administration including fundraising. The Regional 
Coordinator is based in East Africa, Kisumu-Kenya. On behalf of the CEO, he is  
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responsible for monitoring of Program activities as well as representing the Stockholm office on 
policy issues in East Africa.  
Each country Project consists of 2 expatriates, a Project Manager and an Assistant Project 
Manager. Below the Project Manager is a decentralized organization structure with each country 
Project being split into geographical zones. A zone acts as a sub project, and has its own work 
plan and budget. The Zone Managers about 7-8 in each Project, are locally recruited professional 
staff. At present a zone consists of 15 extensionists. Each extensionist is in charge of an Area of 
Concentration (AoC), consisting of 250-350 households concentrated in one village or part of a 
village. In the future however, it is planned to expand the Projects gradually by about 40 new 
extensionists every year to reach a maximum 250 field extensionists and about 14 Zone 
Managers, each supervising 18 extensionists. With this expansion a locally recruited professional 
will be employed as an assistant Project Manager. At present, however, a core team of local 
professional staff has been recruited at each country head office to give special support to the 
expatriate managers. This team is spread in four units comprising the Monitoring and 
Evaluation, Training and Community Empowerment, Personnel and Accounts, and Seed 
Procurement and distribution.  
 
EXTENSION APPROACHES AND METHODS: The Program uses an extension approach 
that lays emphasis on group extension, rather than approaching farmers individually. 
Circumstances may however, compel the extensionist to approach farmers individually but the 
main contact is supposed to be through groups. We mainly use all types of existing active groups 
in the villages. It is only where farmers wish to form a new group that Program gets involved in 
the setting up of group objectives and action plans. Schools are also encouraged to get involved in 
agroforestry activities especially the upper primary sections. Before the extensionist start activities 
in a village (AoC), the whole village is taken through a participatory planning process, where 
resources, potentials and joint action plans are made. Farmer tours are later organized to take 
farmers to successful villages and farmers. Radio advertisements and dissemination of 
agroforestry and tree planting information are some other Program extension approaches. 
Quarterly calendars are also prepared each quarter and distributed to farmers as an incentive. The 
calendars carry important and timely information about agroforestry activities. Farmer group 
workshops are also conducted with the aim of introducing the broad concept of agroforestry 
systems and technologies and how they can be used to improve farm productivity.  
 
GENDER: The Program has placed a lot of emphasis on the issue of gender in tree planting and 
agroforestry activities. Our target groups are farmers and the local culture in East Africa dictates 
that women most of the farm work. All Project staff is sensitized on the gender aspects of 
agroforestry through regular seminars and workshops. Staff recruitment at all levels emphasizes 
this fact so that within field extension staff, 35-50% is women. This balance is also maintained 
among our senior management staff. In Group meetings and other large gatherings such as 
Participatory Rural Appraisal exercises, gender is also put across as an item for discussion. We 
have encouraged the growing of short rotation nitrogen fixing trees, which men do not consider as 
trees. These trees mature in 1-2 years and give a lot of firewood as well adding nutrients to the 
soil.  
 
AGROFORESTRY TECHNOLOGIES PROMOTED BY THE PROGRAMME: Use of 
leguminous trees for replenishing soil fertility. Crop production through use of expensive 
inorganic fertilisers is not an option for many small-scale farmers. The Program therefore 
encourages farmers to grow, through direct seeding, fast growing leguminous trees. The main 
species used are: Sesbania sesban, Gliricidia sepium, and Calliandra calothyrsus in areas with  
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higher precipitation. These species are used for soil fertility replenishment but also as a source of 
fodder for animals and for wood production. The more detailed planting configurations are more 
dictated by the farmers needs, although the general principle is the establishment of improved 
fallows. Use of long rotation tree species for timber production and nutrient cycling The 
Program also encourages growing of long rotation tree species. These include among others: 
Cedrela odorata, Maesopsis eminii, Milicia excelsa, Markhamia lutea, Azadirachta indica, 
Albizia lebbeck, Tectona grandis, Vitex keniensis, Samanea saman, Khaya anthotheca, Croton 
macrostachyus, Cordia africana and Prunus africana in areas with higher precipitation. In the 
long run these timber trees will be the main sources of firewood and timber. They will also be 
useful in cycling nutrients from deeper soil horizons.  
 
USE OF SELECTED FRUIT TREES FOR ENHANCED FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL 
SECURITY. The Program's ambition is to have 80 % of the households in the Program villages 
with 10 fruit trees of five different species within a period of five years. The main fruit trees 
promoted by the Program include: Carica papaya, Psidium guajavsa, Persea Americana, 
Mangifera indica, Passiflora edulis, Anona senegalensis, Anona cherimoya, Anona muricata, 
Sclerocarya birrea, Syzygium cuminii, Anacardium occidentale and Morus alba. Some other tree 
species promoted by the Program have special functions like water purification and are a source 
of vegetables. These are mainly Moringa stenopetala and Moringa oleifera.  
 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION: As a basis for the Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) 
system, each Project undergoes a logical framework planning process. The established objectively 
verifiable indicators therefore form the basis for the Program's M&E system. Each Project has 
within its database the names of all households in each area of concentration (AoC) and a typical 
database for an individual Project will have more than thirty thousand registered households. 
From this database, a sample of between 1000-1400 households is taken. We normally use the 
cluster sampling technique as developed by WHO. A questionnaire is then administered in order 
to establish baselines/bench marks for future impact monitoring. After the first baseline is 
completed, the M&E then concentrates on administrative monitoring, which entails measurements 
of the efficiency of the conversion of Program inputs into outputs, and the effectiveness of 
activities in giving the right outputs.  
 
SEED PROCUREMENT AND DISTRIBUTION: The Program totally uses about 20 tonnes of 
tree seed annually. Women groups and other individuals collect most of the seed. Some quantities 
are also procured through the national tree seed programs in the respective countries. The need for 
the supply of seed of fast growing trees species reduces each year because farmers are encouraged 
and trained to establish on farm seed production units. Most of the fast growing leguminous tree 
species start producing seeds within the first one to second year of establishment.  
 
AGROFORESTRY CENTRES: In each country, the Program has established an agroforestry 
centre for testing agroforestry technologies. These centers receive many visitors every year and 
have been useful in disseminating agroforestry knowledge and concepts to 'non' Program areas. 
The centers also act as suitable training venues for most of the Program's technical staff.  
 
LINKAGES AND PARTNERSHIPS WITH EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONS.  
The Vi Agroforestry Program has a deliberate policy of establishing linkages with most of the 
relevant institutions in each country. Government institutions influence the success of Program 
activities, as they also interact with the same target group and are one of the essential pillars of  
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development. In the initial preparation of Program activities, in each village, intensive contacts are 
made with all administrators, from the District up to the village level.  
Other linkages are useful for gaining new knowledge and sharing experiences. We recently signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the International Centre for Research in 
Agroforestry (ICRAF), recently renamed the World Agroforestry Centre. We hope to draw on the 
big research capacity within ICRAF and thus rapidly scale up the impact of agroforestry in more 
areas. SIDA's Regional Land Management Unit (RELMA) has also been a useful partner in 
documenting our experience and availing technical reports relevant to agroforestry and Natural 
resource management in general.29 Here follows an organization chart:  
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                 
29 http://www.vi-skogen.se/, 2008-05-13 
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6 Contract 
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7 Questionnaire 
Here follows the questions we used when we performed semi structured interviews: 
 

• How do you supply your household and farm with water today? 
 

• How can the problem be solved and make it easier to supply household with water?  
 

• What benefits/problems can you imagine whilst installing a windmill?  
 

• How would it affect the workload for both women and men?  
 

• Do you have the technical competence today to construct and maintain a windmill? 
 

• If not, how do you accomplish it?  
 

• Do you have any technical suggestions or wishes with the windmill? 
 

• Do you apply micro finance? 
 

• Are you willing to invest? 
 

• What do you plan to invest in? Does the group have an investment plan? 
 

• If it’s a group how will the investment proceed? (Loan, savings) 
 

• What do you think is a possible amount to invest in a windmill? 
 

• Do you consider that purified water is an important issue?  
 

• How do you filter and purify your household water today?  
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8 Water transportation in Mara region 
Picture 1 shows a women carrying water in a bucket on her head. 
Picture 2 shows a motor driven water pump that runs on petrol. 
Picture 3 shows a wind power station made of barrels. It rotates horizontally and pumps 
water.  
Picture 4 shows a Kijito windmill, out of order. In the back of the picture you can see a 
windmill with sails and the one that is on picture 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1        2 
 
 
3         4 
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9 Risk analysis 
 

Risk     Preventive Measure   
      measure   responsible 
The solution doesn't  Well done planning  Project group   
work as planed   with margins         
SCC VI- Agroforestry Have a good dialog Supervisor in field 
hesitate with   and extra margins     
information               
Products don't    Planning with margins Project group   
delivered in 
time   

Supervise 
critical       

      factors and element       
Part of the 
construction Avoid unknown    Project group   
doesn't work together technology’s and areas       
The demands 
is    Have a good dialog 

Project group, supervisors 
and 

misunderstood/   with the users and SCC VI- Agroforestry 
overlooked or it's  SSC VI- Agroforestry     
poorly defined               
Suppliers quality is 
lower  

Change 
supplier   Project group   

than expected   Complaint         
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10 User analysis 
In order to fulfill the customer needs for the product an identification of several potential 
users within the Mara region was made. A compilation from all of the field trips was made to 
obtain a good overview. The interviews were semi structured and based on a questionnaire. 
(See appendix 6) A presentation of each user group is shown as follows. 

Criteria 
There are different criteria for a potential user in order to fit the profile. They are: 

- Be a part of SCC-VI Agroforetsty´s activity 
- Long term activity within the SCC-VI program 
- Hold financial recourses, either through Micro Finance or by personal savings 
- Willing to invest for future benefits based on informed choices and business planning 
- Interested in development and open to receiving knowledge and counseling 
- Some knowledge in technology is necessary in order to construct and maintain the 

windmill 

Small scale farmers 
A typical small scale farmer has a small house and a garden farm within the household 
property. He often lives in the country side within Lake Victoria basin. The family is often 
large and can consist of up to fifteen members. The family members work and maintain the 
farm themselves. It is the young boy’s chore to drive the cattle and livestock whilst the young 
girls and women collect firewood and water. The women also prepare and cook the food. The 
household man deal often with maintenance of the property and construction. For example 
agroforestry, poultry house, beekeeping hives, wood saving stove and so on.  
They often lack of higher education and speak and read only in Swahili.  
They generally have a hard time adapting to new knowledge as they try to survive the day. 
Long term planning may seem unnecessary as the average lifetime after birth in Tanzania is 
estimated to 45, 9 years30. It is sometimes hard to convince people, when it comes to issues 
like planting trees and other long term investments that will not have an immediate benefit.  

Cooperative groups of farmers 
Cooperative groups of farmers consist of several small scale farmers. They often have a 
chairman, secretary, treasurer and other posts and get training in for example group dynamics 
by the SCC-Vi staff. The group makes up their own standards and set the rules by them 
selves. The group often consists of both men and women in different ages. All members have 
the same right to the property and share the profits and harvest equally. It is not uncommon to 
see men and women share the same chores. The farm that they utilize is often situated within 
the community were they live. The crops that they harvest is both for own household use and 
for selling to make a profit. The farmers within the group see many advantages from being a 
part of a group, instead of being alone. One of them is that they can share knowledge and split 
up the workload for an optimized result. A further advantage is that they can practice Micro 
Finance and support each other in many different ways. A big advantage for a cooperative  
 
 
                                                 
30 http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=401&a=1341 2007-10-03    
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group of farmers is that it takes a shorter period of time to save up the money in order to 
invest. They often have a plan for their savings. 

Women groups  
A women group is just like a cooperative group of farmers, except for the obvious difference 
that the group consists of only women. They have the same advantages like the cooperative 
group of farmers as described earlier. Typical activities that characterize women groups are 
for example boutique/die and tie, soap making, weaving, tree nurseries, seed collection, 
horticulture, poultry, and etcetera. Generally women are the ones who deal with money saving 
and therefore are women groups organized and successful in activities concerning Micro 
Finance. However traditionally, men are more involved in enterprises and business related 
activities.   

Social institution  
What we mean by social institutions are for example schools, institutions for mentally and 
physically disabled people, children homes and many more. They often provide their services 
for a large number of people and need big facilities for cooking, irrigation of plantation and 
other necessary things. They are often sponsored by donors and money is usually not the 
issue. The issue is more or less lack of knowledge and competence. In the organization there 
is often one person in charge and employees.  
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11 Key words 
 

Technical aspects Life quality aspects 
User adapted Water purification 
Choice of material Improved health status 
Easy to maintain Improved sanitary 
Waste management Facilitate irrigation 
High capacity for low cost Reduce workload (energy and time) 
  Secure future conditions 

Economical aspects Environmental aspects 
Minimize expenses Recyclable 
Price worthy Organic materials 
Micro finance Conservation of environment 
Beneficial for the cooperation in villages Waste management 
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12 Results of Brainstorming 
A brainstorming was made at Halmstad University in January 2008. Participating in the 
brainstorming was Kajsa Persson, Andreas Axelsson-Bladh, Erik Westerlun, Kristoffer 
Nilsson, Sebastina Bengtsson, Victor Georgeborn, Lukas Ogenvall, Lars-Johan Hjertz and 
Andreas Elmqvist. All of them from the innovation engineer program.  
 
 
 

Melt down  
plastic and 

 made wings 
 of it 

Power transmission 
at the ground 

Plait sails of banana- or palm leaf 

Mess with cow excrement Plait the leaf with plastic bag 

Turn the wings and fix with a stick 

Wood 

Tie together smaller 
 piece of wood 

Bamboo cane and a 
string, when you pull the  
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13 Benchmarking pictures
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References to picture 
 
1 – A Kijito windmill. (http://helioscleanenergy.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/images/441px-
Twinwind.272153315_std.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
2 – A horizontally rotating blade. 
(http://lunken.files.wordpress.com/2007/06/vert_vinkraft.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
3 – A bilge pump. (http://www.drevia.se/qlpump.html, 2008-03-28) 
 
4 – A wind map. (http://www.smhi.se/foretag/m/images/vindros_ny.gif, 2008-03-28) 
 
5 – A sail on an old boat. (http://www.fspc.fi/images/Eugenia-litet-segel_2.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
6 – An old traditional windmill from Holland. 
(http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/2/21/200px-
Gettlingelowres_C_Michael_Hogan.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
7 – A sailing boat. (http://www.dreamtime.se/gfx/dt-boat03-s.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
8 – A wind spinner. (http://sustainabledesignupdate.com/wp-
content/uploads/2007/02/mw1100.png, 2008-03-28) 
 
9 – An old diesel pump. (http://www.dinvvsbutik.se/images/5653387.bmp, 2008-03-28) 
 
10 – A rotating blade. (http://www.mdpub.com/Wind_Turbine/images/hub3.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
11 – A pump used on small boats. (www.plastimo.se, 2008-03-28) 
 
12 – An old fire pump. (http://user.tninet.se/~bbw895z/freddiesidor/dekor-
filer/dekbrandp060728.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
13 - A rotating blade. (http://www.freepatentsonline.com/6893223-0-display.jpg, 2008-03-28) 
 
14 - A tower for hunters. (http://194.117.184.234/forening/mkjf/alglag3torn.JPG, 2008-03-28) 
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14 Manual list 
This is a list of thing we wanted to be included in the Manual. 
 

• Front cover 
• Introduction and Facts -about the project and the project group members 
• Table of contents 
• Benefits from wind power -a list and a text about Micro Finance 
• Pay-off -calculations and tips on how to get back the invested money  
• General concept -text and picture 
• Wind power station -a picture of the final product 
• Blueprint -of the whole wind power station 
• List of components -price information 
• Frame -how to construct it, small blueprints, pictures and explaining text 
• Axis and Sails -how to construct it, small blueprints, pictures and explaining text 
• Power transmission -how to construct it, small blueprints, pictures and explaining text 
• Pump -which one to choose, were to buy it, how to install and attach it, pictures and 

explaining text 
• Necessary parts -hose, couplings, bottom valve, tank, taps pictures and explaining text 
• Water purification -different methods, sand filter, how to construct it, pictures and 

explaining text 
• Maintenance -all parts, average lifetime, explaining text 
• Thanks -too all people involved 
• Back cover –sponsors and logos 
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15 Small models 
We worked with MAD to come up with our first small models. They were made from straws, 
strings, tape, paper and sticks. All models show concepts of wind power stations.  
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16 Sketches 
Here follows sketches of frames. 

Solution 1, 2, 3 
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Solution 4, 5, 6 
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Solution 7, 8, 9 
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17 Pugh’s Evaluation Matrix 1 
As you see in the bottom of the table the results are graded with colors. Red indicate the not 
so good concepts, yellow indicate the not so good not so bad results and green indicate the 
best results. 
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18 Small scale prototypes 
Here are three pictures showing small scale models of frames.  
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19 Pugh’s Evaluation Matrix 2 
This table also has the colors red yellow and green to indicate the result of the evaluation 
matrix.  
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20 Frame Sketch 
This is a sketch of the wooden frame we choose to use. 
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21 Sketch wing bar 
This sketch shows the axis in the middle and the wings attached to the axis. 
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22 Sketches sails 
This first sketch shows the measurements of one sail. All six sails should look like this.  
The second sketch shows when the sail is attached to the wings. 
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23 Power transmission models 
These pictures show models of power transmission that we made from paper, sticks and tape.  
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24 Photos and Sketches of fixing methods 
All pictures shows models of how to fix the conrod with the pump handle. 
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 25 Specification of demands – Pump 
 
Maintenance cost  30 $/year 
Investment cost  300 $ = 1820SEK 
Capacity liter/slag  0, 3 l 
Capacity liter/min  9 liter/min 
Lifetime   min. 10 years 
Maximum weight  10 kg 
Operating time  2000 h/year 
Effect required   80 W 
Force    50 Newton 
Pressure height   20 m      
Suction height   5 m 
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26 List of components 
 

Components Materials Explanation  

Frame 
Wood (Eucalyptus, Neemtree, 
Cordia) Cheap 

    Easy access 
    Favorable for construction 
Axis  Light weight steel Strong 

    
Can manage high 
momentum 

    Easy to weld 
Wings Steel Strong 

    
Can manage high 
momentum 

    Easy to weld 
Sails Fabric Low weight 
    Catch wind 
Stabilize wings Strings Cheap 
    Required strength 
    Can be made by user 
Bearings Bicycle wheels Easy access 
  Ball bearings High durability 
Thread Steel Strong 
Steel bar Steel, aluminum Strong 

    
Can manage high 
momentum 

Nut Steel Strong  
    Easy to weld 
Crankshaft Steel, aluminum Strong 

    
Can manage high 
momentum 

    Easy to weld if steel 
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27 Shear stiffness 
 

 
31 
 
You get 177% more shear stiffness if you have a cross section compared to if you just have a 
square construction. That is why we have a cross at each short end. The flexural rigidity also 
increases with 32 %. At the same time the weight increases with only 63%. 

                                                 
31 Handouts, Lars- G Johansson 
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28 Wings stabilization 
This picture shows how we attached strings between the wings in order to stabilize the whole 
wing construction.  
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29 Technical Specification – Pump 

Semi-rotary pump 
The pumps are made of gray iron with a metallic inset for pumping fluids free from 
pollutions. High precision while manufacturing the pumps contributes to safe operation and 
long life time. The standard pumps are equipped for pumping water, oils, petrol and other 
solvent fluids with a temperature of up to + 80 degrees Celsius. The semi-rotary pump can be 
used for suction heights up till 8 meters. A bottom valve is required if the suction height is 
above 2 meters.  
 

 
 

Art. No. Connection  A B C D H Weight Capacity  
  R mm mm mm mm mm kg l/min 

565 21 
28 1" 252 158 226 63 506 8 48 

 
 

32 
 

                                                 
32 http://www.gustavsberg-ror.se/websites/gustavsberg/sd_page/33/1/index.php?, 2008-05-13 
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30 Pump Parts 
Picture number 1 shows the pump being connected to the hose by nipples. The nipples are 
bright blue, the pump is dark blue and the hose is almost black and striped. 
 
Picture number 2 shows the bottom valve (shiny metal) which is attached at the end of the 
suction hose and then placed in the water source. It’s also connected to the hose by a nipple 
(bright blue).  
 
Picture number 3 shows a plastic tank where the water can be stored. This tank is very small 
and only contains 1000 liters of water. 
 
 

   
 
1    2               3 
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31 KickStart 

About KickStart 
KickStart's mission is to help millions of people out of poverty. We promote sustainable 
economic growth and employment creation in Kenya and other countries. We develop and 
promote technologies that can be used by dynamic entrepreneurs to establish and run 
profitable small scale enterprises. 
 
KickStart believes that self-motivated private entrepreneurs managing small-scale enterprises 
can play a dynamic role in the economies of developing countries.  
These entrepreneurs can raise small amounts of capital ($100-$1,000 US) to start a new 
enterprise. KickStart then helps them to identify viable business opportunities and access the 
technologies required to launch the new enterprises. 
 
In addition to promoting small enterprise development, KickStart's technologies, expertise, 
and methods are widely applied throughout Africa to support programs in agriculture, shelter, 
water, sanitation, health, and relief. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Organization  
Establish in July 1991 by Nick Moon and Martin Fisher, KickStart was founded in Kenya as 
an international social enterprise. KickStart has offices in Kenya, Tanzania, and Mali. We 
have engineers and technicians that design and develop our award winning products. We also 
employ trainers and promoters to explain the benefits of our products to our customers. 
KickStart's unique model developed in Kenya is now being replicated in other African 
countries. We established an ambitious goal to expand our program in East Africa and open 
new programs in Southern and West Africa to help millions more people out of poverty.  
 
KickStart's market and private-sector oriented approach ensures that the impacts of its 
program become fully self-sustaining in local economies. Technologies are installed in the 
private sector and continue to be produced, marketed, and used by entrepreneurs to create 
thousands of vibrant new businesses and jobs, long after KickStart's interventions have 
ceased. 
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Micro-Irrigation Technologies 
Rural Kenyans can no longer rely purely on subsistence farming. They need hard cash to buy 
enough food and to pay for school fees and healthcare. Yet most live on farms less than two 
acres in size.  
Many thousands of entrepreneurial farmers are now irrigating with KickStart’s manual 
MoneyMaker irrigation pumps and changing their small subsistence farms into vibrant new 
commercial enterprises. With irrigation they can grow and sell as many as three to four high 
value vegetable crops every year, and ensure that the crop is ready for market when the price 
is high. 
 
These “farmerpreneurs” are increasing their incomes by as much as ten-fold and making as 
much as 400,000 shillings ($5400) profit per year. KickStart’s low cost micro-irrigation 
pumps are transforming subsistence farms into highly profitable enterprises. 
 
Impacts of KickStart MoneyMaker Pumps to date: 
 

• 45,000 pumps in use by poor farmers  
• 29,000 new waged jobs created  
• $37 million per year in new profits and wages generated by the pumps  
• More than 50% of pumps managed by women entrepreneurs  
• 4 manufacturers producing pumps  
• over 400 retailers selling pumps in Kenya, Tanzania and Mali 
• The Original MoneyMaker Pump 

 
KickStart’s Original MoneyMaker pump was introduced in September 1996. This small 
treadle operated pump could pull water from as deep as 23 feet (7m) and be used to furrow 
irrigate up to two acres of land. Over 4,050 Original MoneyMaker pumps were sold. They are 
still being used to generate over $3.9 million in new profits and wages every year and they 
proved the potential of micro-irrigation in East Africa. However, this pump can only pull 
water from a well or pond and dump it into an irrigation furrow – it cannot push the water 
thru a hosepipe or up a hill. It soon became clear that Kenyan farmers preferred to irrigate 
with a hosepipe or sprinklers and wanted to pump water up to their fields on the sides of hills. 
So in October 1998 KickStart introduced the new Super-MoneyMaker Pump and this new 
suction and pressure pump superseded the original and the Original MoneyMaker was taken 
off the market in February 1999. 
 
The Super MoneyMaker Pressure Pump was launched in October 1998, in response to a 
demand by farmers for a pump that can push water uphill as well as simply pulling it up from 
the source. This means it is suitable for use on steeply sloping land where the water source 
may be at the bottom. Thousands use it to pump water from hand-dug wells, rivers, streams, 
lakes and ponds. It is ideal for sprinkler irrigation, filling overhead water tanks, or for use 
with nozzles and sprays attached to the end of the delivery hose. This powerful pump can 
draw water up from 23 feet (7m) and has a total pumping head of 46 feet (14m). It can be 
used to irrigate up to 2 acres of land. 
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Due to the demand for a lower cost pressure irrigation pump KickStart designed and launched 
the MoneyMaker Plus pump in July 2001. This small leg operated pump has one piston and 
one cylinder but can still pull water from 23 feet (7m) deep, has a total pumping head of over 
69 feet (21m) and can be used to irrigate as much as 1 acre of land.  
 
 

  33 
 
 

                                                 
33 http://www.kickstart.org/about/index.html, 2008-03-20 
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Pump handle - 31,5 cm
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32 Pressure height tests 
On the left you can se the tables with variables and on the right you see diagrams illustrating 
the test results. 
 
 

Pump handle 31,5 cm 
Pressure height (m) Force (N) 

0 10 
1 16 

1,5 18 
2 20 

2,5 22 
3 24 
4 28 

6,5 30 

 
 

Pump handle 35 cm 
Pressure height (m) Force (N) 

0 8,5 
4 27 
6 34 
9 42 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pump handle 40 cm 
Pressure height (m) Force (N) 

0 8 
4 24 
6 32 
9 38 
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Pump handle - 45 cm
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Pump handle 45 cm 
Pressure height (m) Force (N) 

0 6,5 
4 23 
6 28 
9 36 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pump handle 50 cm 
Pressure height (m) Force (N) 

0 6 
4 21 
6 24 
9 31 
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33 Pump test 
The hose used was 25mm externally and 19-20 mm internally. 
 
 

200 m hose on the ground 
Pump handle (m) Force (N) 

32,5 10 
35 8,5 

37,5 7,5 
40 7,5 

42,5 7 
45 6,5 

47,5 6 
50 5,5 

52,5 5,5 
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34 Cost estimation  
In these tables is all material that is needed for constructing a wind power station with 
different pumps listed. 

Wind power station with Piston pump 
 

Materials   
Cost Tanzania 
Shilling 

Poly Pipe 600 m Slang - VKV till tank 109332 
Male connector Koppling 16000 
Nipple Munstycke/nipple 1000 
Non return Valve Botten ventil 21000 
Sheet cloth Segel 3333 
Manila Rope Rep 2333 
Square pipe vingar 22666 
Round bar  Stång - pump 33333 

Flat bar 1 1/2 " 
Stång - 
momentöverföring 3333 

Round bar 16mm Stång - vevstake 933 
Black pipe Sugslang 11000 
Bolt and Nut Skruv/mutter 10500 
Nail Spik 1500 
Soft wire Vajer 833 
Couplings Kopplingar 2000 
Engle bar Axeln 44000 
Tee 1 1/2 " T- kopplingar 1000 

   284 096 TZS 

    229,9 USD 
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Wind power station with Valve pump 
 
Materials   Cost Tanzania Shilling 
Poly Pipe 600 m Slang - VKV till tank 109332 
Male connector  Koppling 8000 
Nipple Munstycke/nipple 1000 
Non return Valve Botten ventil 5000 
Sheet cloth Segel 3333 
Manila Rope Rep 2333 
Square pipe vingar 22666 
Flat bar 1 1/2 " Stång - momentöverföring 3333 
Round bar 16mm Stång - vevstake 933 
Black pipe Sugslang 11000 
Bolt and Nut Skruv/mutter 10000 
Nail Spik 1200 
Soft wire Vajer 833 
Couplings Kopplingar 2000 
Engle bar Axeln 44000 
Tee 1 1/2 " T- kopplingar 1000 
Valve pump Klaffpump 300 000 
   525963 
    425,7 dollar  
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Wind power station with Super-MoneyMaker Pump 
 
Materials   Cost Tanzania Shilling 
Poly Pipe 600 m Slang - VKV till tank 109332 
Male connector  Koppling 8000 
Nipple Munstycke/nipple 1000 
Non return Valve Botten ventil 5000 
Sheet cloth Segel 3333 
Manila Rope Rep 2333 
Square pipe vingar 22666 
Flat bar 1 1/2 " Stång - momentöverföring 3333 
Round bar 16mm Stång - vevstake 933 
Black pipe Sugslang 11000 
Bolt and Nut Skruv/mutter 10000 
Nail Spik 1200 
Soft wire Vajer 833 
Couplings Kopplingar 2000 
Engle bar Axeln 44000 
Tee 1 1/2 " T- kopplingar 1000 
Super-MoneyMaker 
Pump   93 262 
   319225 
    256 dollar  
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Wind power station with MoneyMaker-Plus Pump 
 
Materials   Cost Tanzania Shilling 
Poly Pipe 600 m Slang - VKV till tank 109332 
Male connector  Koppling 8000 
Nipple Munstycke/nipple 1000 
Non return Valve Botten ventil 5000 
Sheet cloth Segel 3333 
Manila Rope Rep 2333 
Square pipe vingar 22666 
Flat bar 1 1/2 " Stång - momentöverföring 3333 
Round bar 16mm Stång - vevstake 933 
Black pipe Sugslang 11000 
Bolt and Nut Skruv/mutter 10000 
Nail Spik 1200 
Soft wire Vajer 833 
Couplings Kopplingar 2000 
Engle bar Axeln 44000 
Tee 1 1/2 " T- kopplingar 1000 
MoneyMaker-Plus 
Pump   47 253 
   273216 
    219,7 dollar  
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35 Pay-Off 

Income 
We have estimate that the number of sold buckets of water per week is 35 (7 days x 5 
buckets) and the price is 0,08 USD (100 TNZ Shilling) per bucket. Therefore you will have an 
income of 2,8 USD from sold water per week. We also estimate that the increased harvest 
available for market sails reach up to a value of 11 USD per week. So the total income per 
week is estimated to 13,8 USD. All estimations are based on impressions from the Study trip 
to Tanzania. 

Cost 
Below you can see the cost for the wind power station with the four different pumps.  
 
1) It cost approximate 230 USD to build a wind power station, including a local made pump 
and 600 meters hose. 
 
2) It cost about 425 USD to build a wind power station with a semi-rotary pump and 600 
meters hose. 
 
3) It cost approximate 256 USD to build a wind power station with a Super-MoneyMaker 
pump and 600 meters hose. 
 
4) It cost about 220 USD to build a wind power station with a MoneyMaker-Plus pump and 
600 meters hose. 

Pay-Off 
1) If you choose this pump, the pay-off time will be 230/13,8=16,7. So after 16,7 weeks the 
investment in the wind power station hade repay. 
 
2) If you choose this pump, the pay-off time will be 425/13,8=30,8. So after 30,8 weeks the 
investment in the wind power station hade repay. 
 
3) If you choose this pump, the pay-off time will be 256/13,8=18,6. So after 18,6 weeks the 
investment in the wind power station hade repay. 
 
4) If you choose this pump, the pay-off time will be 220/13,8=15,9. So after 15,9 weeks the 
investment in the wind power station hade repay. 

Tank 
We have estimate that the cost for a tank made of concrete would cost about 100 USD. So if 
the user decides to make a tank, the pay-off time will increase with 7 weeks. The cost of the 
tank is not included in the 300 USD in the specification of demands, therefore we have a 
separate pay-off. 
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36 SWOT 
In this table is our SWOT analysis presented. 
 

Strengths Weaknesses       
Short pay-off   Can be hard to find parts     
Many options of pump Many parts      
Many construction options Might perceive as an expensive investment at the time 
Light weight    Requires welding     
Almost all parts are recyclable For final attachments of the frame 3 people are required.  
Waste management is applied No inbuilt break     
Small adjustment against the wind 
direction Shouldn't be in use when the wind velocity is above 8 m/s 
Price worthy          
Easy to use          

Opportunities  Threats         
Integrate water purification Conservatism     
Possibility to integrate electricity Lack of knowledge     

A part of the SSC-VI Agroforestry 
Other less expensive solution might be 
available   

A great need for the product Climate change, wind velocity and direction might change 
Generates many life changing benefits        
Can be applied on a well        
Useful in many other developing countries           
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37 LCA 

Definition:  
LCA is a compilation and evaluation of all in and out flow from a product system during the 
products whole life cycle. It’s also the evaluation of the potential environmental effects that 
the product system can cause during its entire life cycle.34 
 
Short introduction of product: 
Windpower Africa is a small scale water pumping wind power station made from mainly tree 
and metal. 

Life cycle of the product: 
Concept phase 
Demand analysis 
Pre design 
Detailed design 
Construction 
Purchase 
Usage phase 
Maintenance phase 
Liquidation 

Comparison between Windpower Africa and the Kijito Windmill:  
The Kijito Windmill from Kenya is made from stainless steel and has a height of 4-10 
meters.35 Windpower Africa is made from mainly tree and recycled materials and has a height 
of 5 meters. Since Windpower Africa is made from mainly recycled material and it doesn’t 
make as much additional burden on the environment.  
 
Relevance: 
The analysis does not concern transportation from the production of for example aluminum to 
the user. The project group has no specific information about that and the transportation will 
vary from case to case. 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
34 Leif Nordin, handouts 2006 
35 http://www.kijitowindpower.com/products/windpumps/windpumps.htm, 2008-03-31 
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Process tree of a components (wood) life cycle: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
This illustration demonstrated the life cycle of wood. First it grows, and then it becomes a 
tree, and then is cut down into a log, after that it is made into planks and construction 
material, then it’s used to construct the wooden frame, when the material is worn out it’s used 
for making a fire or just molded, finally a new tree will grow. 
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Table: 
 

  

Result: 
As you see in the table the result for production and usage is 19 648, and the result for 
recycling is -18 512. The total result of the LCA is then 19 648-18 512 = 1 136. 
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38 FMEA 
This is a sketch of the wind power station. The arrows and letters point out part that is being 
analyzed in the FMEA. 
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39 Manual 
This is a picture of the Manual. The actual Manual comes in a separate appendix.   
 
 

 
 
 
 


